Orthotic management of cerebral palsy: Recommendations from a consensus conference
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Abstract. An international multidisciplinary group of healthcare professionals and researchers participated in a consensus conference on the management of cerebral palsy, convened by the International Society for Prosthetics and Orthotics. Participants reviewed the evidence and considered contemporary thinking on a range of treatment options including physical and occupational therapy, and medical, surgical and orthotic interventions. The quality of many of the reviewed papers was compromised by inadequate reporting and lack of transparency, in particular regarding the types of patients and the design of the interventions being evaluated. Substantial evidence suggests that ankle-foot orthoses (AFOs) that control the foot and ankle in stance and swing phases can improve gait efficiency in ambulant children (GMFCS levels I-III). By contrast, little high quality evidence exists to support the use of orthoses for the hip, spine or upper limb. Where the evidence for orthosis use was not compelling consensus was reached on recommendations for orthotic intervention. Subsequent group discussions identified recommendations for future research. The evidence to support using orthoses is generally limited by the brevity of follow-up periods in research studies; hence the extent to which orthoses may prevent deformities developing over time remains unclear. The full report of the conference can be accessed free of charge at www.ispoint.org.
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1. Introduction

An international, multidisciplinary group of 24 academics, healthcare professionals and research scientists with expertise in cerebral palsy (CP) participated in a consensus conference convened by the International Society for Prosthetics and Orthotics. The purpose of this paper is to present the findings relating specifically to the orthotic management of CP. First, it is important to consider some general observations and recommendations to put orthotic management in context.

The aim of healthcare for people with CP is to enable culturally appropriate activities and participation by promoting efficient movement, limiting deformity, reducing pain, and employing cognitive and/or behavioural strategies. Healthcare for people with CP requires the skills and input of a variety of professions.
who must work efficiently and collaboratively with the family as a team. Each member of the teams involved in managing different issues (e.g. orthopaedic, epilepsy, feeding etc) must understand the range of problems associated with the condition as well as the family’s goals and priorities [61].

Health professionals working with disabled people should become familiar with the concepts espoused in the World Health Organisation International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) [117]. The conference report recommends the definition of CP reported by Rosenbaum et al. in 2007 [90], and the classification of type and distribution of impairment presented by the Surveillance of Cerebral Palsy in Europe [104]. The report also recommends that function be classified using valid and reliable systems such as the Gross Motor Function Classification System (GMFCS) [74,75] and Manual Ability Classification System (MACS) [24].

The GMFCS was developed as a valid and reliable way to classify a child’s movement ability in sitting, standing and walking into one of five levels [74]. Similarly, the MACS is a five level system for classifying a child’s ability to handle everyday objects [24]. These functional classification systems enable people to communicate with each other more clearly, including parents, who appear to find these ‘levels’ of function both acceptable and useful in understanding their child’s status [57–59]. The GMFCS can also be used to inform prognosis for the development of movement ability as a child grows, and to monitor progress. While indications for the prescription of orthoses are principally determined by functional and neurobiomechanical deficits, orthotic management can also be approached by considering GMFCS levels [56,60].

1.1. GMFCS levels I, II and III

The goals of orthotic treatment for children in GMFCS levels I-III are mostly related to the lower limb and aim to improve and maintain an efficient gait, although prevention of deformity is important. Gait can be classified in the sagittal plane for people with spastic hemiplegia according to the systems proposed by Winters, Gage and Hicks [116] or the Melbourne group [85,86]. Similarly, the system proposed by Sutherland and Davids can be used for people with bilateral CP [105]. However, while existing gait classifications are useful, particularly when learning about CP gait, the reliability of such classifications is not well determined and not all children will be readily classified.

1.2. GMFCS levels IV and V

Children in GMFCS levels IV and V are more at risk of associated impairments; these particularly include limitations in speech and vision, and to some extent also limitations in hearing and cognition [42]. Children who have limited or no movement ability are at greater risk of hip subluxation and/or scoliosis (see below). The goals of orthotic management for people in GMFCS levels IV and V are therefore different to those for people in GMFCS levels I-III. There is greater emphasis on preventing spinal and hip deformities, and improving sitting posture for functional and social reasons. Orthoses can also be used to enable upright standing and weight-bearing, with potential physiological and psychosocial benefits. Unfortunately there is little or no evidence regarding the extent to which these benefits are achievable in practice. Research is required to inform effective methods and regimens for weight-bearing programmes.

1.3. Prescription of orthoses

Dialogue between the child and family, the orthotist and other members of the team (therapist, physician, surgeon, bioengineer etc.) is essential when deciding upon treatment goals and the biomechanical objectives to achieve these goals. The role of the orthotist is to design, fit, align, deliver and review the orthosis which will, in theory, achieve the biomechanical objectives agreed by the team. When an orthosis is prescribed consideration must be given as to when, and for how long in each twenty-four hour period it should be worn. Adherence to orthotic management regimens is likely to be better when there is clear agreement between therapists and the orthotist regarding the treatment regimen, and the family fully understands the rationale for the prescription.

2. Lower limb

Orthoses should be prescribed to address specific functional or neurobiomechanical deficits. The most commonly used lower limb orthoses in CP are AFOs which provide direct control of the ankle and foot to improve gait. Although swing phase equinus presents a tripping hazard, significant problems can also occur during the stance phase of gait. Gait deviations observed at the knee and the hip are often secondary to poor foot alignment during stance. Dependant on their
design, some AFOs can provide indirect control of the knee and hip joints. This combination of direct and indirect joint control can reduce the neurobiomechanical challenge facing the patient, improving mobility.

2.1. Effect on temporal-spatial parameters of gait

Temporal-spatial gait parameters are the most commonly reported outcome measures in studies on the effects of AFOs in CP. The majority of studies investigating the effect of AFOs on velocity report increased velocity [1,2,9,20,22,38,88,108,110,114], although most studies focusing on exclusively diplegic subjects report little or no effect [13,15,45,80,83,99]. AFOs have been found to significantly reduce cadence [9,12,38,79,88,108,110,114] but as with velocity, their effect on diplegic subjects is equivocal, with two studies only reporting a reduction [13,15], and the majority reporting no change [1,15,38,45,80,83,99]. AFO use has been demonstrated to increase step length [9,12,13,20,38,87,88,108,110,114], stride length [1,2,9,12,13,15,18,22,38,45,79,80,87,88,114], and the duration of single support [1,2,9,114]. However, the effect on double support is unclear, with some papers reporting a beneficial decrease [1,2,38], and others reporting an increase [9,83] or no effect [88].

2.2. Direct and indirect biomechanical effects

AFOs can improve ankle kinematics [1,2,9,12,13,15,18,20,37,38,45,52,70,79,80,83,87,88,99,108,110]. Inevitably, orthoses that restrict ankle joint motion reduce power generation and absorption at the ankle [1,2,12,13,20,80,83,87], but this may be an acceptable compromise in order to optimise other gait parameters and overall efficiency. Solid AFOs can help increase the 2nd peak of the ground reaction force (GRF) in the propulsive phase of gait [15,45]. Improvements in the skeletal alignment of the foot and ankle have been shown radiographically whilst wearing AFOs [113]. However, it is not known what influence this may have on skeletal development in the growing child.

AFOs have been shown to improve kinetics and kinematics at the knee [1,9,12,13,20,27,45,46,52,87,88,99,110] and hip [1,9,18,110], but not the pelvis. The arc of motion permitted by flexible or hinged AFOs, and the stiffness and alignment of solid AFOs [102] are critical if the GRF is to be successfully manipulated to influence the proximal joints. There is emerging evidence that ‘tuning’ solid AFOs (adjusting sagittal plane alignment) can significantly improve their effect at the proximal joints and as a consequence, the gait of the user [14,71,102]. Some angle of forward inclination of the tibia appears to be optimal [68,71,110] even when the AFO has been cast in plantarflexion to accommodate gastrocnemius contracture. Tuning may be compromised by the presence of ataxia, or by proximal contractures which may need to be addressed to improve outcomes [14]. In some cases footwear modifications can be beneficial to optimise entrance to and exit from stance [68,72].

2.3. Metabolic and cardiopulmonary effects

The metabolic cost of walking may be decreased by AFO use, indicating improved energy efficiency [2,12,13,53,99]. In some studies where walking speed was controlled, AFO use decreased oxygen consumption [2,13,53]. In other studies oxygen consumption was unchanged, but self-selected walking speed increased [12,13].

2.4. Effect on muscle

It is unclear whether and how AFOs influence the phasic activity of lower limb muscles. It is also unclear whether AFOs can maintain or increase muscle length and hence prevent or reduce deformity developing over time. A minimum of six hours of stretching per day is proposed to be beneficial in maintaining length of the soleus muscle [106]. It is possible that use of solid AFOs for prolonged daily periods may also confer this effect, potentially reducing the need for Achilles tendon surgery [92]. The long term effects of AFOs on muscle strength are unknown, and should be investigated.

2.5. Effect on function and ability

Understandably, no papers were identified relating to the sit-to-stand (STS) manoeuvre in hemiplegic subjects. In diplegic subjects, there is some evidence that AFOs can be beneficial [76,115], particularly in those whose performance without orthoses was more than one standard deviation slower than normal [115]. While dorsiflexion has been identified as the only consistent strategy to improve STS [115], the use of ankle joints in the presence of gastrocnemius contracture is controversial. Although permitting dorsiflexion may improve the STS task, it may be detrimental to walking performance and precipitate progression of deformity. Solid AFOs that maintain the tibia in a position close to vertical may impede STS, whereas those tuned to a
position of some forward inclination of the tibia to optimise gait may facilitate STS. One study suggests that stair ambulation is not impaired by AFO use [98]. There is some evidence that AFOs can improve standing balance [10, 27, 40, 112]. However, a single study on sitting balance [3], and three on upper limb function [9, 13, 54], provide little evidence in support of AFOs affecting either.

Studies on the effectiveness of AFOs in CP have been almost exclusively conducted on children and young adults, and longitudinal studies investigating the long-term effects of AFO use are rare. The quality of many studies is compromised by failure to provide adequate detail about the subjects in the study, the intervention being investigated, and/or the methodology. If this level of detail is routinely provided in future studies, and ambiguous terminology can be avoided, then research can be more effectively converted into clinical practice, to the benefit of all orthosis users. Although lower limb orthoses are sometimes used in GMFCS levels IV and V in conjunction with standing frames, or with the intention of improving foot and ankle posture and alignment, such as on wheelchair footplates, or to influence sitting balance, there is no research evidence to demonstrate their efficacy when used in these ways. There is scant literature reporting on the perceptions of orthosis users and/or their carers regarding the value of AFO use [64].

3. Hip

Hip subluxation and dislocation, often accompanied by pain, compromised sitting stability and increased risk of pressure ulcers, is a common challenge in the management of CP. Hip subluxation appears to be strongly correlated with movement ability as an almost linear increase in risk has been reported with increasing GMFCS level [36, 100]. Additionally, children with Winters’ type IV hemiplegia [116] are at an increased risk for the development of late onset hip subluxation which can be extremely disabling. Therefore all staff involved in the care of children with CP should be aware of the risk factors for hip dislocation and a designated member of the team must take responsibility for the hip surveillance of each child.

Various hip abduction orthoses and postural management systems have been proposed to discourage hip subluxation [7, 35, 39, 63, 77]. However, reports of poor patient adherence to using such devices, and general concerns among orthopaedic surgeons about efficacy, raise doubts about the ability of postural management approaches to maintain hip congruency [6, 21, 34, 39]. While data from clinical trials is scarce, one randomised controlled trial evaluated a protocol in which a variable abduction hip orthosis was combined with regular botulinum A toxin injections to the adductors and hamstrings in children in GMFCS levels IV and V. The results indicated that this treatment regimen did not substantially discourage hip subluxation [33], nor did it improve gross motor function relative to matched, untreated controls [8]. Hip surgery should be considered when the subluxation exceeds 30 percent of the migration index; and outcomes are thought to be better when surgery is performed as soon as indicated rather than being delayed using alternative interventions.

4. Spine

Scoliosis is frequently observed in children and adults with CP. Natural history studies indicate that non-ambulant subjects with bilateral CP, consistent with GMFCS levels IV and V, appear to be at the greatest risk [51, 91]. The emergence and progression of scoliosis does not appear to be associated with the type of CP, such as spastic, dyskinetic or ataxic [51]. However, there is conflicting evidence with respect to possible associations between the presence of pelvic obliquity and hip dislocation and the onset and progression of scoliosis [51]. In addition, some children undergoing selective dorsal rhizotomy appear to be at some risk for the development of scoliosis and other spinal deformities [30, 50, 41, 101, 103, 109]. Similarly, there are conflicting reports regarding the use of intrathecal Baclofen and its effects on the progression of scoliosis [29, 93, 94, 97].

Current evidence suggests that while spinal orthoses may slow the rate of progression, scoliosis will typically deteriorate despite orthotic intervention [55, 69, 107]. Therefore surgical correction is often considered for major curves in order to more permanently improve posture, facilitate better seating position, reduce pain and discomfort, and reduce caregiver burden. The characteristics of those subjects who respond better to spinal orthoses are poorly understood. However, more flexible curves and good initial in-brace correction appear to be possible indicators of more successful bracing outcomes [44, 107]. To the limited extent that it has been investigated, there is no evidence that the use of spinal orthoses in CP compromises pulmonary function or oxygen saturation levels [47, 48]. Spinal orthoses
have consistently been associated with improvements in sitting stability and postural control of the head and upper limbs [49,107,111]. In summary, while it is generally accepted that spinal orthoses rarely halt progression of scoliosis in children with CP, they may delay it, and by stabilising trunk posture, they can provide other substantive benefits, particularly for children for whom surgery is not feasible.

5. Upper limb

Little evidence exists with regard to the orthotic management of flexion spasticity and contracture at the elbow and wrist. A hybrid treatment approach of dynamic assistive bracing coupled with electrical stimulation across the elbow and wrist joints appears to be effective in reducing upper extremity tone, and improving dexterity and grip in subjects with hemiplegia [73,96]. However, the treatment effect has not been shown to endure once the modalities have been discontinued [73,96]. The use of an extension-assist orthosis as an adjunct to botulinum toxin A injections and serial casting has been reported in small case series [118,119].

Wrist and hand function can be adversely affected by spasticity. Ulnar deviation, wrist flexion, thumb adduction posturing and contractures are commonly observed. The use of various hand splints has been suggested to prevent progressive contracture of these spastic muscles and to assist in motor control functions such as grip, pinch and dexterity [16,19,26,28,31,81]. Among subjects with hemiplegia, dynamic thermoplastic orthoses allowing limited flexion and extension at the wrist appear to facilitate better function than static orthoses in tasks that require grip and dexterity [11]. However, these orthoses may compromise lateral pinch strength relative to the unbraced condition [11]. Static wrist-hand orthoses do not appear to improve immediate function relative to dynamic bracing and unbraced conditions [11]. The ability of orthoses to prevent or delay wrist and hand contractures has not been evaluated.

6. Lycra® orthoses

Several types of Lycra®-based orthoses have appeared in the last ten years, with designs ranging from full body suits to smaller garments such as sleeves/gloves and leggings. Some children with CP appear to experience functional gains by using Lycra®-based orthoses; however, others experience difficulties with donning and doffing, feel hot and/or restricted, have problems with toileting in full suits, or experience compromised respiratory function [4,65,66]. Synthesis of evidence from studies evaluating Lycra®-based orthoses is made difficult by the heterogeneity of the orthoses investigated, the various types of CP treated and outcomes measured. Hence the characteristics of people who may benefit from using Lycra® garments are not well defined in the literature. The effectiveness of Lycra®-based orthoses to improve function is not established, and should be evaluated carefully, in a research context.

7. Recommendations for orthotic research

Unfortunately, research studies evaluating the effects of orthoses for people with cerebral palsy often lack a well specified research question, sufficient detail of the methodology, and adequate description of the subjects and/or the intervention. There is often a lack of clarity about what is being evaluated in orthotic research studies. Hence, frequently, it is difficult to make use of published research either to generalise in clinical settings or to inform future research. Papers should include a well constructed research question, the research methodology, and the outcomes being assessed. It should made clearer how research investigating the biomechanical effect of an orthosis (e.g. improving gait pattern in the gait laboratory) might translate into improving function in a person’s daily life in their normal environment. Almost all studies evaluating the effectiveness of orthoses are cross-sectional in design; longitudinal studies are recommended to assess the long-term impact of orthoses. It is recommended that any project investigating the use of orthoses should include an orthotist as an integral member of the research team.

Reports of orthotic research studies require a minimum dataset describing the subjects and the orthosis being used in the investigation. The minimum dataset of details of people with CP should include age, sex, type and distribution of CP, GMFCS level and/or MACS level (for studies of the upper limb) and whether subjects have had recent surgery or pharmacological intervention. Journal editors find reporting guidelines useful to aid them in assessing the quality of papers submitted for publication; for further details see The EQUATOR Network (www.equator-network.org). It is acknowledged that comprehensive reporting of such details increases the length of research papers, but it is necessary for appreciation of what was done in the study, and for the findings to be usefully applied by others.
8. Research involving ankle foot orthoses

The most common topic for orthotic research and CP has been the effects of AFOs. Description of the subjects should include range of motion (ROM) of all lower limb joints, highlighting whether range is attained with ease or difficulty. Particular reference should be paid to dorsiflexion range with knee extended, which is an indication of gastrocnemius length. Any fixed deformities (including rotational deformity) should be reported, together with an assessment of muscle spasticity and strength. A description of gait, both with and without orthoses if appropriate, should be provided, stating whether or not mobility aids are used.

A minimum description of AFOs used to improve gait should include the design and construction of the orthosis, alignment of the leg in the orthosis, alignment of the orthosis to the ground in footwear, and the footwear design. The description of design and construction should include whether it is custom-made or prefabricated, materials (type and thickness), trimlines including foot plate length, type of any ankle articulations and range of motion permitted by these (or by flexible AFO designs), and the type and location of straps and fastenings. The foot and ankle alignment imposed by the AFO should be described in the sagittal, coronal and transverse planes. The alignment of the AFO and leg in the sagittal plane when the subject is standing wearing the orthosis with footwear should be stated. Details of the footwear should include the pitch (heel-sole differential), the design of the heel, the stiffness of the sole, the sole profile, and any additional footwear modifications. The optimum duration of use (dose) remains to be established and occurrence of side-effects (pressure sores, disturbed sleep, etc.) should be evaluated and reported. A recent systematic review by Ridgewell and colleagues echoes many of the recommendations regarding appropriate reporting of research evaluating AFOs with children with CP [84]. It is to be hoped that any future consensus conferences on CP will be able to draw on more complete and transparent research reports of larger number of subjects and longer durations of follow up.
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